Immune Abnormalities in Patients Meeting New Diagnostic Criteria for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
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Abstract

Background: Immunological abnormalities have been identified in Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis patients fulfilling the 1994 Centers for Disease Control diagnostic criteria. Significant developments have been made to diagnostic criteria, but potential immunological markers have not been assessed in patients fulfilling these latest clinical requirements. Therefore, this study evaluated immunological parameters in patients that also fulfill the latest diagnostic criteria available known as the International Consensus Criteria.

Methods: The Immunological investigations including Natural Killer cell activity and phenotyping studies for dendritic cells, neutrophils, B cells and regulatory T cells were performed on whole blood samples collected from all participants using flow cytometric protocols. The physical functioning of all participants was also evaluated using scores from the Short Form Health Survey, and the World Health Organization Disability Adjustment Schedule. Results were compared according 1994 Centers of Disease Control and Prevention defined patients, and International Consensus Criteria defined patients, and healthy controls.

Results: Natural killer cell activity was consistently and significantly decreased, and regulatory T cells were significantly increased in both patient groups compared to healthy controls. Differences were found in human neutrophil antigens and expression of natural killer cell receptors between patient groups. Highly significant correlations were also found between physical status and some immune parameters in International Consensus Criteria defined patients.

Conclusion: This preliminary investigation on different diagnostic criteria suggests that the International Consensus Criteria may be more effective at detecting salient differences in the immune system.
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Introduction

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, also referred to as Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (CFS/ME) encompasses a range of symptoms in response to unknown agents and physiological processes. In clinical research settings, CFS/ME has been defined according to an array of diagnostic criteria that include the 1988 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 1994 CDC, Australian, British, 2003 Canadian Consensus, and 2011 International Consensus Criteria (ICC) [1-6]. The 1994 CDC has been the most extensively used, and requires the presence of a chronic, debilitating fatigue for 6 months and at least four of the following eight symptoms: post-exertional malaise, unrefreshing sleep, muscle pain, joint pain, headaches, sore throat and tender lymph nodes. In contrast, the ICC categorises symptoms according to post-exertional fatigue, and dysfunction of the neurological, immunological, autonomic and metabolic systems. Accordingly, patients are required to fulfill required number of symptoms from each category. This new criteria allows for a more holistic investigation of CFS/ME, where patients exhibit unique combinations of symptoms that result in mild to severe impairment in physical functioning.

This latest criteria was introduced to incorporate the increasing evidence on physiological impairment that has been demonstrated in CFS/ME. A particularly consistent finding in CFS/ME is found in the immunological system, as Natural Killer (NK) cell activity has been identified as an important marker that is significantly reduced across all patients [7]. Increases in regulatory T cells (Tregs) have also been reported, while cytokines remain controversial. To date, these findings have largely been based on patients defined according to 1994 CDC criteria. The symptom requirements of the 1994 CDC are considered broadly inclusive, which may increase the likelihood of clinically heterogeneous patient sets [8,9]. This can be a potential source of variability in immunological findings in CFS/ME. The more specific requirements of the ICC however, may select patients that are less clinically diverse. This could improve detection of immunological abnormalities, as well consistency across research. Previously, greater impairment in physical functioning has been identified in ICC patients.
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in comparison to 1994 CDC [10,11]. As ICC patients represent a
distinct clinical group, it is important to assess whether immunological
anomalies previously identified in CFS/ME are present.

Hence, the purpose of this investigation was to compare
immunological parameters of CFS/ME patients that fulfill the 1994
CDC and ICC criteria, and determine if certain criteria may be
more effective at identifying salient abnormalities in comparison to
healthy controls. An important question regards the significance of
immunological parameters in relation to physical function. This study
therefore, also investigated whether significant correlations were found
between measures of immune and physical status.

Methods

Participants

The study recruited 63 participants consisting of 41 CFS/ME patients
and 22 were healthy controls. Participants were recruited from South
East Queensland from the National Centre for Neuroimmunology and
Emerging Diseases research database. An independent researcher who
was not involved in the laboratory experiments administered written
consent forms and a questionnaire to be completed before blood
collection. The questionnaire included a symptom checklist to ascertain
diagnostic criteria CFS/ME, and also screened for exclusionary conditions
that included autoimmune disorders, psychosis, epilepsy, cardiac related
problems, smoking, pregnancy or breastfeeding. To
be confirmed as a CFS/ME patient, their reported symptoms had to
comply with the 1994 CDC criteria or ICC.

Patients that only met the 1994 CDC criteria were classified as 1994
CDC. Patients fulfilling the ICC were also found to meet the 1994 CDC
requirements, but were classified as ICC patients. CFS/ME patients that
did not meet either criteria, or had exclusionary conditions were not
included in the study. Healthy controls were defined as those with no
symptoms of CFS/ME and no exclusionary conditions. Approval for
this study was obtained from the Griffith University Human Research
Ethics Committee. The code of practice for this study adhered to the
ethical guidelines outlined in the 1975 Declaration of Helenski.

Evaluation of physical functioning

Prior to blood collection, all participants completed self-reporting
measures of their health according to the Short Form Health Survey
(SF-36) [12], and the World Health Organization Disability Adjustment
Schedule (WHO DAS 2.0) [5,13]. The SF-36 and WHO DAS 2.0
provide scores for different aspects of physical and mental health;
however analysis was confined to scores indicative of physical health
only. Accordingly, the SF-36 score for Physical Functioning (PF), as well
as the overall score for the physical health component of the survey,
referred to as the Physical Component Summary (PCS) was calculated
using ranges from 0 to 100, with lower values indicating greater
impairment. The WHO DAS 2.0 score for Mobility (M) was calculated
ranging from 0 to 100 was also used, however higher values indicate
greater impairment.

Sample preparation

Researchers were blinded to the grouping of the participants.
Whole blood samples were collected from all participants into
EDTA and heparinised blood tubes. Routine assessment of blood
characteristics were performed prior to all laboratory experiments.
With the exception of NK cell phenotyping experiments whole
blood was used for all phenotyping studies. For all flow cytometer
experiments, the monoclonal antibodies were fluorescently labeled
with fluorescein isothiocyanate, phycoerythrin, allopurinol and
peridinin chlorophyll, and analysis was performed on a four color flow
cytometer.

Evaluation of NK cell activity

The activity of NK cells was measured using a well-known flow
cytometric method [14-16]. Briefly, isolated PBMCs (1×10^6 cells/ml)
were stained with 0.4% PKH-26 fluorescent cell linker dye (Sigma-
Aldrich, St Louis, MO). The target cells used were K562 tumour cells
(1×10^6 cells/ml). The effector cells and the target cells were incubated
three effector to target ratios; 12.5: 1, 25:1 and 50:1 for four hours at
37°C. Control samples without PBMCs were also included to determine
the number of cells that had undergone necrosis. Cells were stained
with annexin V and 7-AAD (Becton Dickinson (BD) Pharmingen,
San Diego, CA) and analysed on the BD FACS Calibur flow cytometer.
Percent lysis was calculated for each sample at the different ratios as
described previously [14-16].

Assessment of cell phenotypes

Flurochrome conjugated monoclonal antibodies were used to
determine the distribution of the phenotypes of the following cells, DCs
(plasmacytoid pDCs), myeloid (mDCs) and Cluster Of Differentiation
(CD) 16^+ DCs), NK cells (CD56^+ as CD56^+ and CD56^+), B cells (immature,
memory and plasma) and Tregs. Cells were stained with the following
monoclonal antibodies CD3, CD19, CD21, CD20, CD27, CD16,
CD11c, CD62L, CD127, CD4, CD25, CD3, CD29, CD56, CD38,
CD138 and CD10 (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). Absolute counts for
each cell subset were calculated from percentage of gated events on
the flow cytometer and absolute WBC numbers from haematological
counts [17]. To determine the expression of various types of Human
Neutrophil Antigen (HNA), samples were labeled with a combination
of the following antibodies HNA-1 (CD16b), HNA-2 (CD177), HNA-4
(CD11b) and HNA-5 (CD11a).

Intracellular staining of functional proteins

NK lytic proteins and FOXP3 levels was assessed via intracellular
staining [18]. Isolated PBMCs (1×10^6 cells/ml) were labelled with
fluorochrome-conjugated monoclonal antibodies CD56, CD16 and
CD3, CD25, CD127 and CD4 (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA) for
the seclusion of NK cells and Tregs from whole blood samples. Samples
were then fixed and permeabilised with BD Cytofix (BD Pharmingen,
San Diego, CA) and diluted perm wash buffer (BD Pharmingen,
San Diego, CA) respectively. Cells were then stained with perforin,
granzyme A (GZA), granzyme B (GZB) or FOXP3 (BD Pharmingen,
San Diego, CA) and analysed on the flow cytometer.

Examination of killer immunoglobulin receptor (KIRs) on
isolated NK cells

The expression of KIR receptors on the surfaces of NK cells was
determined on isolated NK cells. Briefly, Rosettesep (Stemcells Inc,
Germany) was added to whole blood samples to preferentially label all
other cells with the exception of NK cells. Blood samples were then
diluted in PBS and layered over ficoll hypaque. Following isolation,
NK cells were stained with monoclonal antibodies including CD3,
CD16, CD56, CD158a/b (KIR2DL1/S1), CD158e (KIR3DL1), CD158b
(KIR2DL2/3), CD158i (KIR2DS4) (Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch
Glabach, Germany) and NKG2D (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA) [19].
Subsequently, samples were analysed on the flow cytometer.
Statistical analysis

SPSS v.22 was used to determine whether differences in immunological parameters between the 1994 CDC patient, ICC patient, and healthy control subgroups using independent t-testing with a significance at p<0.05. To compare the relationship between immunological parameters and mean physical functioning scores for three independent groups: 1994 CDC cases, ICC cases, and healthy controls, using Spearman’s correlation. Results of correlation were only considered significant at the p<0.001 level.

Results

Diagnoses based on the 1994 CDC and ICC

Of 41 CFS/ME patients recruited, 17 were classified as 1994 CDC, 18 were classified as ICC, and 5 did not meet inclusion criteria. All 22 healthy controls met the study inclusion criteria. Mean age was similar of 50.7, 49.3, and 49.7 years for 1994 CDC, ICC, healthy controls, respectively. 1994 CDC and ICC patients also shared a similar duration of illness of 19 years.

NK cell activity

In both 1994 CDC and ICC patients, NK cell activity was significantly reduced in comparison to healthy controls. Measures of NK cell lytic proteins did not yield any significance difference between the groups (Figure 1).

Tregs and neutrophil antigens

A significant increase in Tregs was observed in both 1994 CDC and ICC patients in comparison to healthy controls (Figure 2). Further, a significant decrease in CD39+ Tregs was observed in 1994 CDC patients in comparison to healthy controls. No significant differences were observed in B cells, NK cells and DC phenotypes. HNA2 (CD177-) were significantly increased in 1994 CDC patients while HNA2 (CD177+) were significantly reduced in ICC patients in comparison to healthy controls (Figure 3). HNA5 was higher in 1994 CDC patients in comparison to ICC patients.

NK KIR receptors

Overall the expression of KIR receptors and NKG2D was higher in ICC patients in comparison with 1994 CDC patients. The ICC patients indicated significant elevations in the expression of KIR2DL1, KIR3DL1 and NKG2D compared to the 1994 CDC patients. KIR2DL2 was also significantly higher in ICC patients (Figure 4).

Correlation between immunological parameters with physical functioning

The results of significant correlation between immunological parameters with mean PCS, PF and M scores are shown in Table 1. Among healthy controls, higher PCS scores were significantly associated with higher NK cell activity. Among ICC patients, lower CD39+ Tregs was associated with lower PCS and PF scores on the SF-36 and higher mobility scores on the WHO DAS 2.0. A lower number of NK cells lacking KIR3DL1 scores were also associated with higher PCS scores and a higher expression of KIR2DS4 receptors. No significant associations at the p<0.001 level were detected among 1994 CDC patients.

Discussion

This is the first study to examine whether immunological differences may be found among patients fulfilling different diagnostic criteria for CFS/ME, according to the 1994 CDC and ICC. The findings indicate that the ICC is invaluable in identifying immunological differences that have consistently been shown to be decreased in CFS/ME patients diagnosed with the 1994 CDC. The ICC is able to determine additional differences within immunological parameters that were not previously observed in 1994 CDC cases. In the present study, NK cell cytotoxic activity and HNA2 (CD177-) expression were profoundly reduced, while Tregs and CD39+ Tregs were increased in the CFS/ME cases. Only HNA5 was significantly increased in the ICC group in comparison to the 1994 CDC group. These findings are highly suggestive of a need to incorporate both the 1994 CDC and ICC in future clinical research as it may allow for the identification of subgroups.

To date, the only available diagnostic tools for CFS/ME are symptom based criteria such as the 1994 CDC, and ICC. Universal consent on experimental findings and usage of these criteria may achieve and likely
improve the efficiency of producing clinical measurable diagnostic markers in the future. NK cell activity is a promising candidate for CFS/ME diagnostic marker. A global impairment in NK activity has consistently been observed in CFS/ME patients [7,15,16,19,20]. This suggests an inability of the NK cells in CFS/ME patients to clear viral and other microbial infections and also a prevalence of recurring viral infections. NK cells are essential to initial response to viruses and clearance of activated macrophages and autoreactive T cells [21]. Deficiencies in NK activity have been proposed to be secondary to alterations in perforin and granzymes, mediators of cytotoxic activity [16,20]. In the present study, reduced NK activity was not correlated with alterations in lytic proteins as these were not statistically different from the healthy controls. This may likely be attributed to the limitations of the statistical power due to the numbers of participants enrolled in the study.

In a recent study, NK cell KIR receptors were observed to be significantly different in CFS/ME with moderate and severe symptoms [19]. Similarly, in the present study, when patients were categorized as 1994 CDC and ICC, marked differences were noticed in the expression of NK receptors. Specifically, in the ICC group profound increases were observed in KIR2DL1, KIR3DL1 and NKG2D in contrast to the 1994 CDC group. KIR2DL1 and KIR3DL1 are inhibitory receptors while NKG2D is an activating receptor, these receptors inhibit and activate NK cytotoxic activity respectively [22-25]. An increase in inhibitory receptors in the ICC group may account for the reduced cytotoxic activity. Blocking inhibitory receptors such as KIR2DL1 has been shown to enhance NK cytotoxic activity cancer cell lines [26]. Pronounced expression of KIR3DL1 has been associated with the presentation of certain alleles including KIR3DL1*001,002,003 and 008 while low levels are recognized in individuals expressing KIR3DL1*004,005,006 and 007 alleles [27].

It is therefore possible to speculate that the CFS/ME patients in this study, especially those belonging to the ICC group may have expressed higher frequencies of certain KIR alleles, increasing the levels of inhibition on cytotoxic activity and depressing their ability to

![Figure 3: Assessment of HNA antigens in 1994 CDC and ICC CFS/ME patients. Expression of human neutrophil antigens HNA1, HNA2, HNA4 and HNA5 were examined in all participants following staining of whole blood samples with monoclonal antibodies specific for neutrophils. Data represents means ± SEM. * represents level of significance where P-values are less than 0.05 and the lines indicate significance between groups.](image3)

![Figure 4: Distribution of KIR receptors in 1994 CDC and ICC CFS/ME patients. Isolated NK cells were examined for the expression of NK receptors following labelling with different monoclonal antibodies specific for NK receptors. Data is represented as means ± SEM. * represents level of significance where P-values are less than 0.05 and the lines indicate significance between groups.](image4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immunological parameters</th>
<th>PCS</th>
<th>PF</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perforin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrzA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrzB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK activity</td>
<td>Healthy Controls</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imm B cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory B cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma B cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD56&lt;sup&gt;dim&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD56&lt;sup&gt;int&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tregs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD39&lt;sup&gt;-&lt;/sup&gt;Tregs</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD73&lt;sup&gt;-&lt;/sup&gt;Tregs</td>
<td>HNA1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNA2 (CD177)</td>
<td>HNA2 (CD177)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNA4</td>
<td>HNA5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mDCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD16+ DCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR2DL1&lt;sup&gt;neg&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>−0.693</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR2DL1&lt;sup&gt;pos&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR3DL1&lt;sup&gt;neg&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>−0.693</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR3DL1&lt;sup&gt;pos&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR2DL2&lt;sup&gt;neg&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>−0.678</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR2DL2&lt;sup&gt;pos&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR2DS4&lt;sup&gt;neg&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>−0.794</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIR2DS4&lt;sup&gt;pos&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKG2D&lt;sup&gt;neg&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKG2D&lt;sup&gt;pos&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Correlations between immunological parameters and physical functioning scores.
effectively clear infections. Hence, the ICC may be useful in predicting subgroups of patients based on certain molecular markers and this may be important in the clinical diagnosis of CFS/ME. This is the first time an increase in NKG2D receptors have been reported in CFS/ME patients. In an attempt to restore balance between activating and inhibitory signals, this may likely have ensued to counteract the overwhelming inhibitory signals emanating from the KIR2DL1 and KIR3DL1 [28]. These findings presuppose that differing mechanisms may be responsible for reduced cytotoxic activity in CFS/ME patients.

Increased Tregs is emerging as an important marker of CFS/ME. To date recent studies have indicated abnormal elevations of Tregs in CFS/ME patients in comparison to healthy controls [16,29]. Most of these Tregs expressed the transcription factor Foxp3. This Treg dysfunction may be an added factor that limits the magnitude of NK activity further weakening the already diminished cytotoxic activity in CFS/ME. The abnormal levels of Tregs did not differ between the two cases of CFS/ME. Interestingly, in the 1994 CDC cohort increased levels of Tregs occurred in conjunction with an overwhelmingly decrease in CD39+CD39 is known to convert extracellular ATP into AMP and its decrease may cause exacerbations in pro-inflammatory immune responses [30] and consequently T cell responses [31]. It is not known whether these effects occur in CFS/ME patients.

Previous findings have alluded to increased levels of CD73+ in CFS/ME patients diagnosed using the 1994 CDC criteria [32], in the current study a clear increased in CD73+ was observed in both groups but this did not achieve statistical significance. CD73+ converts AMP to adenosine, regulating the immune response [33]. Abnormal levels in these parameters may alter inflammatory reactions in the CFS/ME patients altering the extent of Treg suppression of other immune cells and immune processes [31]. Neutrophil dysfunction has received limited investigation in CFS/ME. Ultimately, perceived decreases in neutrophil respiratory burst and differential expression in HNA antigens highlight substantial deficits in the neutrophil function [15,32].

An important question remains on the relationship between immunological perturbations and physical functioning. This study examined whether these associations could be identified, using simple, validated measures of physical status [34-37] and is the first to examine this using these immune parameters. Among healthy controls, lower NK cell activity was associated with poorer physical status. Though this was not observed among CFS/ME patients, the findings to support that lower NK cell activity in general may be a sign of poor health. As CFS/ME patients are shown to have significantly lower NK cell activity than healthy controls, this may continue to be a reliable indicator of their illness.

No strong associations were observed among 1994 CDC patients however, several were found among ICC patients. Though CD39+ was shown to be significantly decreased among 1994 CDC patients, it was not indicative of this groups physical status. Interestingly, decreased CD39+ was strongly associated with poorer physical health across all scores used in this study among ICC patients. Significantly increased KIR3DL1 and decreased KIR3DL1 among ICC patients were also strongly associated with poorer physical health scores. These findings may be reflective of the groups poorer physical status overall. In previous investigations, ICC patients have been identified as an important subgroup within CFS/ME with greater impairment according to the scores used in this study [10,11].

On the basis of the present study, the features that distinguish patients selected using the ICC from the 1994 CDC are KIR receptors and HNA5. It is not clear why CD39+ was reduced in the 1994 CDC group in relation to healthy controls. The absence of changes in other cell phenotypes and markers assessed in this study may be related to the heterogeneity of the CFS/ME. This also indicates that CFS/ME is not necessarily associated with irregular distribution of lymphocyte subtypes but rather deregulation of intricate functional capacities of these immune lymphocytes. It is important to consider in the interpretation of the findings that a relationship between immunological parameters and physical health does not imply causality but supports the hypothesis that some CFS/ME patients have an underlying immune mechanism contributing to their illness. Since not all CFS/ME patients have identifiable immune abnormalities, it may be useful in future assessment to differentiate subgroups of patients according to more specific clinical presentations such as symptom clusters, severity, frequency and duration of illness. Though not possible with the current participant numbers, this approach may serve to decrease heterogeneity observed in this illness. Further research is therefore needed to establish the significance of these immunological abnormalities and the influence of further clinical measures, which will aid in future diagnosis of this illness.
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